THE TENSION BETWEEN THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS

By: Roberta S. Karmel, Commissioner* Securities and Exchange Commission
Many Americans today believe that the government has grown too big and too powerful. Regulatory agencies in particular have become targets for attack. Both individuals and regulated businesses are searching for new ways to limit and control government's intrusion into our daily lives. The regulatory reform movement has brought together some unlikely allies who are fighting government regulation with some unlikely weapons. One of these weapons, which has proved surprisingly successful in some skirmishes between business and government, is the First Amendment protection of free speech.

I have chosen to speak to this audience today about the tension between the First Amendment and the Federal Securities Laws for several reasons. First of all, I have attempted to talk on this subject before but the topic was always rejected by the Program Chairman in favor of something more topical or more pertinent. However, since your Luncheon Chairman is such an old friend and he had already persuaded me to speak on a more interesting and relevant theme to another lawyer's group earlier this year, I gave his suggestions for a topic for today short shrift. Secondly, I was told that the Associates of the
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Hebrew University wanted to attract a varied group of lawyers with far ranging intellectual interests to this luncheon, and not just some narrow section of the securities bar. And it seemed to me that although it might be difficult to relate Rule 10b-5 or segment reporting to the Jewish Question, I could persuade a broad group of New York lawyers to consider the First Amendment as a possible antidote to overregulation by the SEC.

Finally, and more seriously, I feel that my positions as a dissenting maverick on the Commission are sometimes misunderstood. I do not favor regulatory reform and limitations on the power of government because I am pro-business, although I will admit that some of my best friends are businessmen or private practitioners. Rather, I have always been deeply concerned about protecting the individual from the state. In this connection, I would note that Mr. Justice Brandeis, in a famous dissent concerning the Fourth and Fifth Amendments, wrote:
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The makers of our Constitution ... knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things. They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as against the government, the right to be let alone--the most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men. 1/

When I was younger, I viewed the Bill of Rights as protections which were needed primarily by the poor and by intellectuals. I did not know many businessmen then and those I knew seemed quite able to protect themselves. The only employment situations to which I applied the free speech protections of the First Amendment were teaching and publishing. I saw no connection between academic freedom and the freedom of an investment banker to tell his customers about his products in his own words.

However, as government has extended its power over and into the private sector, the line between commerce and politics is becoming increasingly indistinct.
Further, there is an increasing recognition that although corporations may only be juridical persons, employees (and even officers and directors) are people

AND THEY ARE ENTITLED AS INDIVIDUALS TO CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTIONS AGAINST GOVERNMENT ACTION WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECTS OR INHIBITS THEIR COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES. WHEN THESE INSIGHTS ARE COUPLED WITH THE POLITICS OF REGULATORY REFORM THEY CAN GIVE REGULATORS LIKE ME SOME PAUSE IN APPLYING THE RESTRICTIONS ON SPEECH WHICH ARE AT THE VERY HEART OF THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS.

I WAS NOT ALONE IN ASSUMING, UNTIL RECENTLY, THAT THE FIRST AMENDMENT DID NOT GENERALLY REACH THE KIND OF SPEECH IN WHICH BUSINESS ENTITIES ENGAGE. IN 1942 THE SUPREME COURT RULED 2/ THAT THE FIRST AMENDMENT IMPOSED NO RESTRAINT ON GOVERNMENT WITH RESPECT TO THE REGULATION OF PURELY COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING OR SPEECH. NEVERTHELESS, IN SOME CASES, THE COURTS PROTECTED COMMERCIAL SPEECH. FOR EXAMPLE, IN 1952 THE SUPREME COURT HELD THAT COMMERCIAL MOTION PICTURES ARE ENTITLED TO FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTION EVEN THOUGH THEIR PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION AND EXHIBITION IS A LARGE SCALE BUSINESS. 3/ ONE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURT HELD 4/ THAT THE FACT THAT A LOBBYIST WAS PAID DID NOT DEPRIVE HIM OF FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS.

And in the famous case of *New York Times v. Sullivan* 5/ the Supreme Court held that a paid-for newspaper advertisement is protected by the First Amendment if the nature of that advertisement is political or editorial.

Until 1975, however, purely commercial speech appeared to be outside any First Amendment protection. Several Supreme Court decisions then drastically altered the law. In *Bigelow v. Virginia* 6/ the Supreme Court held unconstitutional a state law which prohibited the advertising of abortion services. Recognizing the interrelationship between commercial and political speech, the Court noted that because speech relates to the market place of products or of services did not make it valueless in the market place of ideas. Although the court found it unnecessary to decide the precise level of constitutional protection, it did hold that commercial speech including advertising, is within the First Amendment’s protection.

After Bigelow it was relatively clear that speech which entailed a commercial aspect could be protected – at least if there was a political overtone to the speech.

LEFT OPEN, HOWEVER, WAS THE QUESTION OF WHETHER PURELY COMMERCIAL SPEECH, LACKING POLITICAL OR EDITORIAL ELEMENTS COULD BE PROTECTED. THAT QUESTION WAS ANSWERED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE BY VIRGINIA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY v. VIRGINIA CITIZENS CONSUMER COUNCIL. 7/ IN THAT CASE, THE COURT HELD THAT A STATE MAY NOT PROHIBIT A LICENSED PHARMACIST FROM ADVERTISING THE PRICES OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS. THIS WAS THE FIRST TIME THAT THE COURT HELD THAT "PURE" COMMERCIAL SPEECH IS NOT WHOLLY OUTSIDE THE FIRST AMENDMENT'S PROTECTION. UTILIZING THE REASONING OF ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN, 8/ A NOTED FIRST AMENDMENT SCHOLAR, THE COURT INDICATED THAT COMMERCIAL SPEECH SERVES AN INDISPENSABLE ROLE IN THE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES IN THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM. IN A DEMOCRACY, THE PUBLIC INTEREST IS SERVED BY INFORMING THE PUBLIC. THE STATE CANNOT JUSTIFY A BAN ON COMMERCIAL SPEECH BY CLAIMING A NEED FOR PUBLIC IGNORANCE.

ANOTHER RECENT SUPREME COURT CASE, LINNMARK ASSOCIATES, INC. v. WILLINGBORO, 9/ PROVIDED ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE CONCERNING THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THIS NEW COMMERCIAL SPEECH DOCTRINE. IN THAT CASE THE

8/ SEE GENERALLY A. MEIKLEJOHN, FREE SPEECH AND ITS RELATION TO SELF-GOVERNMENT (1948).
Court struck down an ordinance which prohibited "For Sale" signs. The ordinance had been enacted for the purpose of stemming the flight of white homeowners from a racially integrated neighborhood. Writing for the Court, Justice Marshall stated that the ordinance could not be sustained on the unsubstantiated grounds that it furthered an important governmental objective. Nor was it sustainable on the grounds that it was the least restrictive method available to accomplish whatever governmental objective was sought. This case, like the earlier decisions in Bigelow and Virginia Board of Pharmacy, indicates that, while commercial speech is not entitled to as much protection as political speech, it will be meaningfully protected. Indeed, in the seven Supreme Court cases which have dealt with commercial speech problems, First Amendment interests have prevailed in five of them.

As with any developing area, the precise direction in which the Supreme Court is moving is unclear. Nevertheless, I believe the Court is applying at least three basic principles.

First, commercial speech, even "pure" commercial speech such as price lists or accounting data, are no longer wholly outside the First Amendment's proscriptions on governmental interference.
SECOND, COMMERCIAL SPEECH, EVEN IF PROTECTED BY THE FIRST AMENDMENT, MAY BE, TO SOME EXTENT, REGULATED BY THE GOVERNMENT. RESTRICTIONS ON THE TIME, PLACE AND MANNER OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH WILL BE UPHELD IF THEY ARE REASONABLY RELATED TO VALID GOVERNMENTAL OBJECTIVES.

THIRD, CERTAIN TYPES OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH ARE NOT PROTECTED. FOR EXAMPLE, SPEECH WHICH PROPOSES AN ILLEGAL TRANSACTION CAN BE SUPPRESSED. MORE IMPORTANT FOR PRESENT PURPOSES, THE FIRST AMENDMENT DOES NOT PROTECT COMMERCIAL SPEECH WHICH IS FALSE, MISLEADING OR DECEPTIVE.

THE APPLICATION OF THE DEVELOPING LAW ON COMMERCIAL FREE SPEECH TO THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS REMAINS TO BE SEEN. SINCE THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS ARE A SCHEME OF REGULATION OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH, THERE IS AN OBVIOUS TENSION BETWEEN SUCH REGULATION AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT. THE SEC'S MANDATED DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS, COUPLED WITH THE ANTI-FRAUD PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS EFFECT A CHILL ON FREE SPEECH BY PUBLIC COMPANIES. IN ADDITION, THE MANNER IN WHICH THE REGISTRATION PROCESS FOR PUBLIC OFFERINGS OPERATES OFTEN ACTS AS A PRIOR RESTRAINT ON SUCH SPEECH. NEVERTHELESS, SEC REGULATION GENERALLY RELATES TO THE TIME, PLACE, OR MANNER OF SPEECH OR PROHIBITS DECEPTIVE OR MISLEADING SPEECH. SUCH TYPES OF RESTRICTIONS ON COMMERCIAL SPEECH HAVE WITHSTOOD ATTACK UNDER THE FIRST AMENDMENT IN THE CASES WHICH I MENTIONED EARLIER.
Earlier this year of the Commission's Statement of Policy on Mutual Fund Advertising. The Statement of Policy was developed in response to a 1950 review of sales literature by the Commission which revealed many questionable practices in the sale of mutual funds. The Statement of Policy did not contain prohibitions against representations in sales literature, but it did provide that if certain types of statements were made they had to be juxtaposed with certain additional information or disclaimers in order that the statements would not be misleading or deceptive. Although it was possible to argue that the Statement of Policy did not violate constitutional proscriptions, the commercial free speech cases at least raised a question about the propriety of this type of regulatory approach to advertising. When the Commission voted to rescind the entire Statement of Policy and to replace it with the general antifraud rules, my own vote on this issue was influenced by First Amendment concerns.

If the Supreme Court becomes interested in expanding First Amendment protection of commercial speech, aspects of the Commission's enforcement and regulatory programs could prove open to constitutional attack. The scope of the antifraud provisions of the Securities Acts,
particularly Rule 10b-5 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 has come under critical scrutiny by the judiciary in recent years. I believe that the chances are remote that the Supreme Court would hold as subject to the protection of the First Amendment the deliberate falsification of investment advice, sales literature, or any other deliberate misrepresentations made to sell securities. Indeed, in the 1976 case of SEC v. World Radio Mission, 12/ the First Circuit held that such prohibitions did not intrude on First Amendment freedom of religion rights.

An issue which concerns me, however, involves the impact of the commercial speech decisions on the developing standards for culpability under the anti-fraud provisions of the securities law. As most of you probably know, the Supreme Court has already held, in Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 13/ that in a private damage action more than simple negligence is required for the assessment of liability under Rule 10b-5. But several important issues remain. Must the Commission in an equitable action under Rule 10b-5 prove more than simple negligence before an injunction will issue? Is more than negligence necessary to successfully prosecute either a damage or an injunctive action under Section 17 of the Securities Act of 1933?

12/ 544 F.2d 535 (1st Cir. 1976).
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The commercial speech decisions may not only influence the judicial resolution of these issues, but also related issues concerning the appropriate remedy for proven securities laws violations. May a court, for example, enjoin future commercial speech on the basis of past statements which, while misleading, were merely negligent? Recent Circuit opinions involving FTC proceedings seeking "corrective advertising" 14/ -- such as the attempt to get Warner-Lambert to retract its Listerine advertisements -- have indicated that the remedial order must be the least intrusive restriction on the protected speech. At least one commentator 15/ has suggested that there need be a requirement of "bad faith, reckless indifference or compelling reason" before the corrective advertising remedy of the FTC can be used.

The same argument might be made with respect to the SEC's power to obtain injunctive relief when the gravamen of the complaint is simply that the defendant was negligent at some time in the past. This could result in a requirement for some interface between speech and conduct before the issuance of an injunction regulating commercial speech. Of course, in most antifraud cases under the securities laws such an interface is present.

14/ Warner-Lambert Co. v. FTC, 562 F.2d 749 (D.C., Cir. 1977); National Commission on Egg Nutrition v. FTC, 570 F.2d 157 (7th Cir. 1977).

IT IS, HOWEVER, ON THE COMMISSION’S DISCLOSURE REGULATIONS THAT THE COMMERCIAL SPEECH DECISIONS MAY HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT. SUBSTANTIVE DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS AS WELL AS THE MANNER IN WHICH THE COMMISSION SETS AND ENFORCES AN INCREASINGLY QUALITATIVE STANDARD OF MATERIALITY, MAY HAVE TO BE REEXAMINED IN LIGHT OF FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS.

LET ME GIVE YOU A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE OF HOW FIRST AMENDMENT CONCERNS CAN LIBERALIZE DISCLOSURE POLICY. THOSE OF YOU WHO HAVE PRACTICED SECURITIES LAW FOR SOME TIME ARE PROBABLY AWARE THAT FOR MANY YEARS THE COMMISSION TOOK THE POSITION THAT ONLY OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE, BACKWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION COULD BE INCLUDED IN DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE COMMISSION. PROJECTIONS, APPRAISALS, AND OTHER FORWARD-LOOKING VALUATION DATA WERE CONSIDERED PER SE MISLEADING AND WERE FORBIDDEN IN PROSPECTUSES OR MERGER PROXY STATEMENTS. ABOUT 1972 THIS “HARD INFORMATION” THEORY OF DISCLOSURE BEGAN TO ERODE. THE COMMISSION’S PRESCIENCE WAS REMARKABLE. IT IS VERY DOUBTFUL THAT, UNDER THE COMMERCIAL SPEECH CASES, THE COMMISSION COULD CONTINUE TO JUSTIFY ITS OLD APPROACH TO FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION.

RECENTLY, AFTER MANY ATTEMPTS TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEMS OF DISCLOSING PROJECTIONS, THE COMMISSION ADOPTED A SAFE HARBOR RULE. 16/ THIS RULE PROVIDES THAT AN ISSUER WILL

NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR PUBLISHING A PREDICTION ABOUT ITS BUSINESS WHICH TURNS OUT TO BE INACCURATE SO LONG AS THE FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION HAD BEEN PUBLISHED IN GOOD FAITH AND HAD A REASONABLE BASIS AT THE TIME OF ITS PUBLICATION.

NEVERTHELESS, SOME FREE SPEECH QUESTIONS LINGER. AS WE ALL KNOW, AS A PRACTICAL MATTER, SAFE HARBOR RULES, ALTHOUGH ENUNCIATED AS "NON-EXCLUSIVE," TEND TO FORCE DISCLOSURE INTO A RIGID FORMAT SO AS TO MEET THE STANDARDS OF THE SAFE HARBOR RULE. IS THIS KIND OF PRACTICAL RESTRICTION ON THE MANNER IN WHICH DISCLOSURE IS TO BE MADE BY ISSUERS CONSTITUTIONALLY PERMISSIBLE EVEN UNDER THOSE CASES WHICH HOLD THAT SOME TIME, PLACE AND MANNER RESTRICTIONS ARE PERMISSIBLE? ALTHOUGH I WOULD ANSWER THIS QUESTION IN THE AFFIRMATIVE, I FEEL IT IS A QUESTION WORTH THINKING ABOUT.

THE CAPITAL RAISING PROBLEMS OF SMALL BUSINESS IS ANOTHER AREA FOR POSSIBLE CONSIDERATION IN TRYING TO CONNECT DEREGULATION AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT. IT IS CURRENTLY FASHIONABLE TO ARGUE THAT SEC DISCLOSURE POLICIES HAVE EFFECTIVELY PRECLUDED SMALL OR NEW BUSINESSES FROM RAISING CAPITAL BECAUSE OF DETAILED AND RIGID REQUIREMENTS THAT DISCLOSURES BE ACCOMPLISHED IN CERTAIN WAYS. ONE EXAMPLE IS THE REQUIREMENT THAT AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS BE INCLUDED IN A 1933 ACT REGISTRATION STATEMENT. THE "COMMERCIAL SPEECH" CASES COULD LEAD TO A QUESTIONING OF REQUIRED DISCLOSURES IN SUCH A PRECISE FORMAT. SUCH
REGULATION COULD BE VIEWED AS GOING BEYOND THE REGULATION
OF DECEPTION AND INDEED BEYOND THE TIME, PLACE AND MANNER
RESTRICTIONS WHICH HAVE BEEN LEGITIMIZED BY THE SUPREME COURT.

The Commission may also be confronted by problems in
an even more sensitive area - that of corporate political
speech. This problem is illustrated by the Supreme Court
decision in First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti. That
decision held unconstitutional a Massachusetts
statute which prohibited any corporation from making
contributions or expenditures of its funds with respect
to a state referendum. The Court did not hold that
corporations as such were persons who enjoyed full First
Amendment protection. Rather, the Court focused on the
kind of speech involved.

The essence of the Bellotti opinion seems to be that
the First Amendment protects political speech and that
the source of such speech is irrelevant. Although the
Court indicated that in some circumstances the State
might be able to demonstrate a compelling interest which
would validate this kind of restriction, the record in
Bellotti did not demonstrate any such interest.
The Commission will no doubt have to deal in the future
with this problem of political speech in the corporate arena.

As I have indicated throughout this speech, I do not believe that the SEC is about to be put out of business by a Supreme Court decision to the effect that the disclosure scheme of the federal securities laws violates the First Amendment. At the same time, the commercial free speech cases are being reviewed by regulators who are already sensitized to the public's demands for less intrusive government regulation of business. The Commission is therefore receptive as a matter of policy to suggestions that the private sector should shoulder more responsibility for the disclosure of information to investors and shareholders. At the very least, the government should not be exercising unnecessary prior restraint on what corporations disclose. Rather, the Commission should be exercising an oversight or audit function. Moreover, the Commission should not mandate the specific type and format of disclosure so as to inhibit or foreclose meaningful commercial speech.

A variety of political and economic pressures are forcing the independent federal regulatory agencies to review their mandates and to alter their regulatory policies. The SEC is no exception to this ongoing critical reexamination. Since disclosure by public corporations is the cornerstone of the federal securities laws, any
Serious regulatory reform at the Commission will necessarily affect the formulation, implementation and enforcement of disclosure requirements. I believe and hope that an effort to foster and protect commercial free speech will influence the Commission's current and future regulatory initiatives.

Public corporations have a need and a desire to communicate effectively with their shareholders and other investors. Government mandated disclosure, however, chills both creativity and competition in commercial speech. One of the challenges for the Commission is to resolve the tension between the First Amendment and the securities laws in a way which will create incentives for freer and more meaningful disclosure by public corporations, without jeopardizing legitimate demands for investor protection.